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LOGARITHMICALLY EXACT DIFFERENTIAL FORMS RICHARD S. PALAIS1
Let M be a connected, differentiable ( = Cx) manifold. Let Cl(M, C) denote the complex vector space of complex valued one-forms on M: an element w of Cl(M, C) is a function which assigns to each x£M a linear map wx of Mx (the tangent space to M at x, a real vector space) into the complex numbers C, such that if X is a differentiable vector field on M then x-xax(Xx) is a differentiable complex valued function on M. Each element u of CX(M, C) can be written uniquely in the form ß+iv where ß and v are real valued one-forms on M, and we put ¿i=Reco and w< = Imco. We write Zl(M, C) for the subspace of C1(M, C) consisting of closed forms and Bl{M, C) for the subspace of Zl(M, C) consisting of exact forms.
An element of OiM, C) will be called logarithmically exact if it is of the form df/f for some nowhere vanishing, differentiable, complex (72)) so/ is well defined. In any simply connected region we can write o> locally as dg and then clearly in this region we have /= ce" for some constant c, and hence df/f=dg = a. Since this holds in a neighborhood of each point we have in fact w = df/f so w is logarithmically exact, q.e.d.
We now make the assumption that the first Betti number &i of M is finite, i.e. that H\{M, Z)/Torsion is finitely generated. 
